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How can you get on the front
foot with client communications?
• Client portal / app notices

• Update without IT delays
• Use your tone of voice

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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Slide 2

One channel or multiple
• Rapid & direct crisis comms…
• … useful at all times
• Empower managers & teams

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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One channel or multiple
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• … useful at all times
• Empower managers & teams
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One channel or multiple
• Rapid & direct crisis comms…
• … useful at all times
• Empower managers & teams

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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From broadcast to interaction
• Read-only information
• Call-to-action e.g. questionnaire
• Invitation to chat / call

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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Slide 6

Digital engagement status
• Digital service uptake
• Completion of workflows

• Flag up support needs

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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Slide 7

Digital engagement statuses in
client management views
• Highlight support requests
• Prioritise proactive outreach
based on workflow completion

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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Digital engagement statuses in
client management views
• Highlight support requests
• Prioritise proactive outreach
based on workflow completion

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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Digital engagement statuses in
client management views
• Highlight support requests
• Prioritise proactive outreach
based on workflow completion

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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Slide 10

Digital engagement: CEO view
• Combine data from variety of
existing tools into a single view
• Widgets driven by role
• Relevant digital KPIs at a glance

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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Slide 11

Combine multiple data sources
to surface your firm’s digital KPIs
• Mobile app usage / coverage

• Digital uptake and client
satisfaction
• CRM engagement metrics

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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Combine multiple data sources
to surface your firm’s digital KPIs
• Mobile app usage / coverage

• Digital uptake and client
satisfaction
• CRM engagement metrics

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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Combine multiple data sources
to surface your firm’s digital KPIs
• Mobile app usage / coverage

• Digital uptake and client
satisfaction
• CRM engagement metrics

Jamie Whatley - “RM and Client in Lockdown: Engaging Wealth Clients Digitally”
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CREALOGIX Invest:
digital wealth management system of engagement

crealogix.com/UK
Jamie Whatley: contact-UK@crealogix.com – 01962 841494
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Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice

Jamie Keen
Country Manager – UK & Ireland

Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice
▪ Digital wealth management solutions for financial service providers
across Self-Directed, Discretionary and Advised Investment

▪ Founded in 1999, Offices in Aachen (HQ), London, Zürich and Milan
Self-directed
▪ Targobank (Crédit Mutuel)
▪ Commerzbank & comdirect
▪ BNP/Consors
▪ DAB
Discretionary
▪ Vontobel (Digital)
▪ BNP Germany (Bespoke and Digital)
▪ Investify (Digital)
▪ DAB (Bespoke)
Advised
▪ Hargreaves Lansdown
▪ BNP Germany (Private Banking/Affluent)
▪ Vontobel (Private and HNWI)
▪ Commerzbank
▪ MLP (Wealth Manager – Affluent)

Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice

Can technology meet all
of these complex
challenges, to provide the
best possible advice to
every customer…

Whilst still allowing the firm and the adviser to
operate in an efficient and profitable manner?
Icons from freeicons.io

Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice

…With the implementation of a holistic strategy
incorporating Digitisation, Digital Product Development and
Hyper-Personalisation.

Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice

Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice

Existing
Portfolios
+
Optional
Alternatives

Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice
=
Personalised
Portfolios

• Existing portfolios at the heart of the new solutions
• Every alternative / additional block is selected by investment team, approved by
compliance – portfolios still reflect philosophy, brand, IP & are fully regulationcompliant

Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice
To achieve this, the underlying technology must:
• Complement critical human functions - & automate manual processes
• Incorporate any/all elements of PM process – BPA, Component design,
building PFs, monitoring, rebalancing, order handling etc.
• Be built on existing legacy architecture
• Deliver:
• Low latency for smooth interaction, AI integration, multi-channel
• High throughput for seamless operation

Which will ensure:
•
•
•
•

PMS is flexible for any business model
Serve more mandates / AUM, including retail sector
Adviser focus on value-adding services to the right customers
Increased customer satisfaction / loyalty

Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice
If the portfolios are personalised, the reporting should be too.
By automating the creation of documents, and generating
them in a much shorter timeframe, there is more time for valueadding advice activities (that are also highly personalised)
Personalised reporting leads to better engagement, trust and
loyalty.

Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice
To achieve this, the underlying technology must:
• Eliminate manual processes from initiation to generation
• Allow customer to enter information pre-initial advice session - efficient
data evaluation & errors eliminated – first meeting then adds value
• Use price, master and transaction data to report in real-time
• Allow for efficient input / interaction from all teams
• Deliver reports via any channel / format – PDF to portal to voice

Which will ensure:
• Reduced errors, time, cost etc
• More efficient onboarding and aggregation of customer info means more
time for customer, adviser can scale
• Happier advisers and customers!

Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice
Conclusion
• A huge amount is known about customers today, and technology
can allow us to use this information much more efficiently
• To do so, we must implement a strategy that considers digitisation,
digital product development and hyper-personalisation
• Customers expect individualised wealth management services, and
personalised portfolios and reporting are now achievable
• Processes complement human involvement, not replace it
• aixigo provides solutions to address all of these challenges

Utilising Technology to Deliver Better Digital Advice

Thank you!
Jamie.keen@aixigo.com +44 (0) 203 290 3990

The autonomous customer 2020:

Harnessing global consumer understanding
for digital and channel success
Dr Nicola J. Millard
Principal Innovation Partner at BT
nicola.millard@bt.com
@DocNicola
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2020: 10 years of the autonomous customer
Research over nine years tracks customer journeys with large global organisations

Belgium

Singapore

Australia

Singapore

China

South Africa

Australia Netherlands

Australia
China

Spain

Brazil

Singapore

China

South Africa

France

Spain

Germany

UK

India

USA

China
Germany

UK

UAE

Germany

Spain

Hong Kong
USA
India

Singapore
1,000
consumers

2010

10

2,500
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USA

Indonesia

1,000
consumers

5,000
consumers

2014

2015

UK

India

UK

USA

Netherlands

USA

5,000
consumers

2016

2017

6,000
consumers

2019

Overall theme: Easy experiences still matter

3 in 4

(4 in 5)

Consumers buy more
from companies that
make it easier to do
business with them

41%

11

83%

73%
Self-service is good
because it puts me
in control
(2017, 73%)

say in the last year
they have stopped
partly or completely
using 2 brands or
more because of
poor customer
experience or service

Source: Davies/Hickman (2019), The Digital Customer, BT/Cisco

(76%)

Organisations should
measure their
performance across
the whole customer
journey, not just one
interaction

47%
Started on an app
and changed to
another channel

21%

2 in 3
Consumers say there is often not
enough help available on
organisations' websites or Apps

Rate the digital
experience of large
multinational
organisations as
excellent

Copyright: British Telecommunications PLC, 2020

Omni-channel intensifies

Which of these methods of contacting organisations do you use currently? (UK)
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20

10
0

2011

2013

2015

2017

2019
British Telecommunications plc 2019
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Source: Davies/Hickman (2019), The Digital Customer, BT/Cisco
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#1. Phone priority: the phone is dead, long live the phone!
The calls I make to
organisations are
more complex as
I'm doing the simple
things via their
website or App
2015

2017

2019

61%
62%
59%

Phoned a
call centre in
Age
the last 2
weeks
16-24

21%

25-34

32%

35-44

29%

45-54

27%

55-64

27%

65+

27%

59%

68%
Agents put me on
hold as they don’t
know what to say
(70% 2017, 72%,
2015)

Agents haven’t had
the most up to date
information
(64% 2017,61%,
2015)

53%

61%

Agents haven’t
known what’s on
their own website
(59% 2017, 52%,
2015)

I have known more
about the product or
service than the
agent in the call
centre
(62% 2017,58%, 2015)

Copyright: British Telecommunications PLC, 2020

#2. Messaging mania: Global consumers want asynchronous
interaction but long term success is not guaranteed

68%

57%

14

Used e-mail to
contact an org. last
year – 2nd most
popular channel
(49%, 2015)
I get a quicker /
more instant
response with
chat than when I
e-mail or call the
contact centre

Source: Davies/Hickman (2019), The Digital Customer, BT/Cisco

48%
58%

24%

I prefer to use webchat than the phone
to contact an
organisation when
Have used WhatsApp to
I'm on their website
contact organisations

Being able to
look at the
screen makes
web chat more
useful
(49%, 2015)

55%

Like web chat because
you have a record of the
conversation
(48%, 2015)

Copyright: British Telecommunications PLC, 2020

Chatbots: hype meets reality
A ‘Chatbot’ is a computer program
which conducts a conversation via voice
(e.g. Siri) or text methods(e.g. messenger)
using artificial intelligence. Which do you
think would be most effective?

47%
2019

28
%

37
%

2019

2017

Chatbot –
voice
based

2017

Chatbot - text
based

31
%

36%
2017

22
%

2019

Don’t know

16 Source: Davies/Hickman (2019), The Digital Customer, BT/Cisco

3 in 4

The benefit of chatbots would be getting an immediate
response (2017, 2 in 3)

81%

58%

76%

Human agents
should check
the more
complicated
responses of
chatbots
(2017, 74%)

Chatbots will
help companies
improve their
customer
service (2017,
73%)

would like it if
they could call
an organisation
using their smart
speaker

Copyright: British Telecommunications PLC, 2020

#3. Not all channels are growing: consumers are using video
communication more and more, but should organisations adopt it?
I watch Youtubers
who make
recommendations
about products &
services

2015

2017

2019

30% 45% 42%

Top uses of video:
1. To talk to your doctor or health professional
2. To see a product or service demonstrated
3. To discuss a financial services product with an
advisor
4. To discuss queries with a product or service
5. To share experiences with other customers

Have used video
chat to contact an
organisation in the
last 6 months

2017

2019

3%

7%

Of those who would definitely use video-chat to
discuss queries about a product or service:

56% of these use Google Hangouts once a
day or more

47% of these use Facetime once a day or
more

27% of these use Facebook once a day or
more

16

Source: Davies/Hickman (2019), The Digital Customer, BT/Cisco
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#3. Not all channels are growing: social media is great for marketing
but a slow growing channel for service
If I have an urgent issue or emergency

64%
52%

were extremely or very happy with the
way their social media complaint to a
company was handled (2017, 55%)
I wouldn't use Facebook or Twitter for
customer service with an organisation as
it is not secure

the best way to get customer service
is to use Twitter or Facebook
38%
2017

26%
2015

34%
2019

Have you ever used a social
38%
media site to?

29%

29%

21% 22%

85%

would like it if I started a text based
interaction with an agent on a social
media platform but could then have a
phone call with the same agent

Have used a social media site to…
Get customer service

14

Source: Davies/Hickman (2019), The Digital Customer, BT/Cisco

16-34
37%

35-54
30%

13%
2015 2017 2019

Make a
complaint

55+
14%

2015 2017 2019
Get customer service

Total
29%
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#4. Trusted Technology: Consumers want low effort personal data
security, ID&V and payments for business success
2015

56%

2017

63%

2019

60%

It takes too long to identify me
when I phone call centres

2015

72%

2017

70%

2019

81%

I worry about security when giving
organisations my card details over the phone
South Africa (2017, 88%)

88%

Brazil

87%

Spain (2017, 85%)

83%

India (2017, 88%)

81%

Singapore (2017, 73%)

81%

USA (2017, 76%)

76%

France

75%

Would like voice biometrics for
Identification & Verification (ID&V)

Australia

75%

Germany (2017, 74%)

75%

67%

UK (2017, 76%)

74%

China (2017, 78%)

73%

I am often asked to repeat
my account details on the
same call which is irritating
(2015, 67%)

18 Copyright: British Telecommunications PLC, 2020

Netherlands (2017, 71%) 59%

50%

I would have bought
more over the
phone if payments
were secure

technology to
75% Want
secure card
payments over the
phone (2017, 74%)

60%

I would prefer to
give my payment
card details by voice
recognition or the
keypad to reduce
fraud (2017, 50%)

Source: BT/Cisco/Davies Hickman Partners, 2020.

#5. Proactive Future: 8 in 10 global consumers expect organisations to
use AI for personalisation and proactive notifications
If orgs. become aware of
issues or problems (e.g.
delays, faults) how should
they tell you?
72%

E-mail
SMS, WhatsApp

52%

Phone you
Facebook
message
Twitter
message

59%

16%
11%

Other social
10%
media

19

Source: Davies/Hickman (2019), The Digital Customer, BT/Cisco

74%

Consumers who want
notification by Twitter and
Facebook are much more
likely to agree that
‘Convenience is more
important to me than price’
(72% v average of 56%)

I like it when organisations
notice I have been having
difficulty with a website
/completing an order and
contact me directly to try
and help (2017, 78%)

87%

I would like a notification
when…

85%

My contract or tie in
period is coming to
an end (2017, 84%)

82%

They have a better
deal available
(2017, 84%)

80%

Update me when
buying a new
product or service
(2017, 82%)

want to be informed when
there is a problem with their
product or service

67%

The more information I give to
organisations the better the
level of customer service I
expect to receive
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Thank you

Dr Nicola J. Millard
Principal Innovation Partner at BT
nicola.millard@bt.com
@DocNicola
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